MINUTES OF PROJECT M MEETING NO. 62

Date: September 1, 1960
Place: Room 104, Physics Lecture Hall

I. Congress Acts

The Congress has, this very day, finally appropriated the monies out of which our $3M or $3.8M or whatever is to come. We are thus in business for awhile.

II. Name of Project

Possible names for the project are being kicked around, with suggestions, ballots, and whatnot. Nothing has yet been devised which meets with unanimous, or even much, approval. Discussion of the name will continue, and will likely be taken up at the next meeting.

III. Talk by Mr. Loew

Mr. Loew presented a comparison of the $2\pi/3$ and $\pi/2$ accelerator structures, based on a recent series of experiments with the $2\pi/3$ pipe on Mark IV.

Next Meeting:

Thursday, September 8, 1960, same time and place. Mr. Eldredge will discuss the recent developments in accelerator structure design.